The Woodpecker
Materials

- Wood Pecker
- Metal Wire
- Glue
- Refill
- Scissors
- Card Wood Pecker

Design: Madhav Khare

Wind wire to make a spring

Metal wire

Spring with long arm

Ballpen refill
ATTACH LONG ARM OF SPRING TO CARD WOOD PECKER

CYCLE SPOKE

PLACE SPRINGY WOOD PECKER ON SPOKE & ENJOY ITS JERKY FALL!!

HOLD CYCLE SPOKE FROM TOP. ENJOY BIRD’S JERKY FALL!!
Arvind Gupta
Toys from Trash
www.arvindguptatoys.com/toys.html

☑️ Step-by-Step
☑️ Photo Guide
☑️ Detailed
Worksheet

View One Minute Video at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h4ME_zxReFE
Place the spring on a slightly loose wire (cycle spoke).

Wind 10-cm long wire on a toothpick. Remove the spring.

Tape the spring leg to the back side of the woodpecker.

On holding the spoke vertically, the woodpecker will magically descend in jerks. This is because of weight and friction.

YOU NEED

- Thick card
- 1 mm Cello tape
- Toothpick
- Spoke
- Scissors
- Thick wire